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Research Service Policy of the Research and 
Legislative Reference Bureau (the Bureau)
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PromptExtensive

Objective Confidential Nonpartisan

Appropriate

Research services to Diet (Parliament) members are to be



Training program for researchers

The Bureau’s in-house training program

 has been in place more than 30 years

 takes place when the Diet 
is in recess (around from 
July to October)
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Overview 1
 20 lessons per year

 Lessons which are compulsory for newly
appointed researchers
➢ Basic knowledge of interpretation of law

➢ Search methods of legal materials of 
selected countries

➢ Others
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Overview 2
 Each lesson is generally 90 or 120 minutes

 Lecturers
➢ Experienced researchers and specialists at 

the Bureau

➢ University professors

➢ Analysts from other research institutions

➢ Others
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Adding new training courses 1

Background: 
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The changing 
information environment



Adding new training courses 2
Diet Members themselves can access 
much information from the Internet

➢ The Bureau has lost its advantage 

➢ Traditional style of reporting is not enough
e.g. (slide 8) 
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More value must be added to

the Bureau’s research services



Traditional style of 

reporting:

Memo with 

bibliography
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Adding value to research services 1

New lessons foster new skills

 Skills for writing brief and clear summaries 

(slides 10 and 11)

 Techniques for improving presentations
Typography and layout design (slide 12)
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New style of reporting:

Memo with  

summary
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New style of reporting:

Memo with 

table
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New training courses:

Typography 

and layout 

design
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Text should 

be aligned 

with the left 

margin.

Serif fonts are most 

suitable for long 

text; sans-serif 

fonts are better 

suited for titles and 

short text.



Adding value to research services 2
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New lessons foster new skills

Training in how to conduct briefings 

Helpful for

・Face-to-face lectures given privately to Diet Members

・Researchers participating in meetings with Diet Members



Adding value to research services 3
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Increased number of lectures

 Lectures on current political issues by 

external experts to further enrich 

and deepen researchers’ knowledge



Adding new training courses 3

Most information published by the Bureau is 
available on the Internet

Researchers must pay more attention to 
copyright protection

Lecture on copyright is added as a 
compulsory part of the training program
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The changing information environment



Problems and challenges
Problem

 Growing number of lessons

A growing work load for researchers      

Challenge

 Making training courses more useful for researchers
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My questions to the audience:
What are your organization’s initiatives for 

developing human resources to meet the 
changing needs of parliament members?

How do you cope with the increasing 
workload while providing more training 
programs? 
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THANK YOU


